The following report includes the most recent news and kudos since our January Faculty Board meeting.

**Arts and Science News and Kudos**

- The Faculty of Arts and Science announced Associate Dean (Research) Dr. Nicholas Mosey has taken a new position within the faculty as Faculty Associate Dean (Global Engagement), starting on July 1. Read the story: [Nicholas Mosey named Associate Dean Global Engagement](#).
- Dr. Katherine McKittrick, professor in the Department of Gender Studies and the New Canada Research Chair in Black Studies spoke with the Queen’s Gazette about the importance of Black Studies. Read the story: [Shaping the Future of Black Studies](#).
- Seven new Black studies professors joined the Faculty of Arts and Science. Four new faculty members joined as Queen’s National Scholars (QNS) in Black Studies, a first for Queen’s University, and an additional three faculty members in Black Studies have joined FAS departments. Read the story: [Seven new Black studies professors join the Faculty of Arts and Science](#).
- Dr. Heather Stuart, Anti-Stigma chair at Queen’s University, talked about the importance of open dialogue surrounding mental health for Bell Let’s Talk 10th anniversary. Read the story: [Shifting the Dial on Structural & Social Stigma](#).
- Thirteen FAS instructors have been nominated as Classroom Champions for Mental Health by students and teaching assistants. Of those, 20 were selected as Winter 2022 Classroom Champions. Those who submitted nominations shared stories of the positive impacts instructors made on the mental health of students. Read the story: [Instructors Honoured for Championing Student Mental Health](#).
- Queen’s University and the Faculty of Arts and Science announced a partnership with world-renowned Canadian photographer, and Queen’s Honorary Doctorate recipient (2007), Edward Burtynsky, to help realize his new public art piece titled *Standing Whale*. Read the story: [Edward Burtynsky to Collaborate with Queen’s on Unique Work of Public Art](#).
- Two Faculty of Arts and Science students were accepted to the Cansbridge Fellowship, Emily Talas (Concurrent Education Program, Health Studies Major, and completing a Certificate in Business) and Gonzalo Soto (Economics, Engineering). Read the story: [Cansbridge Fellows Set to Take On The World](#).
- Two graduate students from the Faculty of Arts and Science earned the Dean’s Award for Social Justice. PhD Students Lara Aluko’s (Geography and Planning) research focus on the intersection of Feminist Political Geography and Migration. PhD student Carli LaPierre’s (History) graduate research explores how imperial and colonial actors used visual imagery to situate themselves in space. Read the story: [Award-Winning Graduate Student Research on Social Justice](#).
• Stephanie Forster Limage, a third-year Global Development Studies student, and the CEO and founder of the not-for-profit Give + Share, was recently awarded a fellowship with the United Nations Development Program (UNDP). Read the story: Queen’s Student Earns UNDP Fellowship for Social Enterprise

• 502 student-athletes have been named Academic All-Stars, including 206 undergraduate and eight graduate students from the Faculty of Arts and Science, an increase of 40 over last year in FAS. Read the story: Queen’s Academic All-Stars recognized